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In this issue, My goal is to Encourage Men and
Women to speak Words that are Mighty to
change the World in which we live in, and have
influence over. For without the Voice
falling’
of Truth in this ‘falling
falling world, nothing
will be restored upright and functional.
functional
The voices of the nay-Sayers, are saying, ‘leave everything alone, let things run their
course’. ‘don’t try to affect any changes’ ‘who
are you to change the way things are?’ ‘these
problems are rooted in ancient history, they
can’t be changed’ — and more lies of weakness.
But we have a perfect example in GOD, THE
CREATOR, Who looked upon this Planet, saw
the darkness, and spoke a Mighty Word of
Change, Creating the Light that was Good!
Now, Creator could have looked at the darkness
engulfing the Earth, and just sighed.
sighed He could
have remarked to the Holy Angels, ‘it’s such a
shame that Earth sustains no life, but what can
I do to change things there, so far from us’.
us’ And
the darkness would have continued to rule the
Planet forever. There would never have been
any life forms growing here at all. But let’s look
at what Creator GOD did about what He saw
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SPEAKING MIGHTY WORDS OF CHANGE

the light, that it was good; and
God divided the light from the

Tohu and Bohu =confusion and
darkness. God called the light Day, emptiness. There was nothing
and the darkness He called Night.
desirable in this planet of that
So the evening and the morning
Creator should have chosen it,
were the first day. Ge 1:1-5(NKJV) to begin His work of Words.
Even if there had been anything
Now, can you imagine a world of
wonderful, there was no light to
continuous Night? A World withsee it by. Thick darkness enout the WORD OF GOD? The
cased the entire surface of the
Bible says that it is His Word that
Earth, before GOD Spoke!
upholds all things in His Creation.
Heb 11:3 By faith we understand
that the worlds were framed by
the word of God, so that the
things which are seen were not
made of things which are visible.
Framed here means ‘to make
thoroughly fit’. And Creator GOD
did exactly that for our Planet

In the beginning Earth, and He did it by mighty
Words of Change, until all was
God created the heavens and the
happening upon the Earth:
Earth

earth. 2The earth was without
form, and void; and darkness £was on the face of the
deep. And the Spirit of God was hovering over the face of the waters.
3

Without Form means Chaos.

upright. The Word of GOD is

the Structure of an Orderly
Universe!
Now let’s back up to Genesis, what
was the condition of our Planet

Then God said, “Let there be light”;
Earth before God began Speakand there was light. 4And God saw
ing His Word over it?

But GOD is Light, and in Him
is no darkness at all, so with
Creator God came His Word:
“Let there be Light”
Some 4,000 years
later, when The
Word of God became flesh
upon the Earth, He was called
“The Light of the world” because He brought the Knowledge of Creator GOD into the
darkening world. He also called
His Disciples to be
Spiritual lights in
this darkening
world. They would
be like Father GOD, speaking
Mighty Words of CHANGE!

